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Introduction 

This book began as lecture notes for a one semester course at Stony Brook, on 
noncommutative harmonic analysis. We explore some basic roles of Lie groups 
in linear analysis, concentrating on generalizations of the Fourier transform and 
the study of naturally occurring partial differential equations. 

The Fourier transform is a cornerstone of analysis. It is defined by 

(1.1) mO = / (0 = (2TT)-"/2 / /(*)e-*<dx, 

where, given / E L1, one has / £ L°°. If / and all its derivatives are rapidly 
decreasing (one says / € S(Rn)), so is / . If you define 

(1.2) r/(« = / ( 0 = (2TT)-"/2 / f(z)e*•< <fx, 

then one has the Fourier inversion formula 

(1.3) 7*7 = 7r=I onS, 

and hence I extends uniquely to a unitary operator on L2{Rn)\ this is the 
Plancherel theorem. These facts are proved in Appendix A, at the end of this 
monograph. 

The Fourier transform is very useful in deriving solutions to the classical par
tial differential equations with constant coefficients, because of the intertwining 
property 

(1.4) nW*i) = itiT> 
which implies 

(1.5) ?P(D) = P(0?, 

where Dj = (l/i)d/dxj and P(£) is any polynomial. For example, the funda
mental solution to the heat equation P(t,x), defined by 

(1.6) (d/dt)P(t,x) = AP(t,x), 
P(0,x) = *(*), 

IX 



x INTRODUCTION 

is transformed to an ODE with parameters for the partial Fourier transform 

(1.7) (d/dt)P(t,t) = -\tfP(t,t), 

P(0,0 = (2ir)-n/2, 

which implies 

(1.8) P(*,OM27r)-n/2e-^la , 
and computing the inverse Fourier transform of this Gaussian (see Appendix A) 
gives 

(1.9) P(t, x) = (27r)-n / e -^ l^ 1 '« d(, = {^tYn'2e^2'At, 

It is suggestive, and quite handy, to use the operator notation 

(1.10) P{t,x) = etA6(x), 

where, for a decent function / , / (A) is defined to be 7~lf{—\Z\2)?> 
From here we can apply a nice analytical device, known as the subordination 

identity, to derive the Poisson integral formula in the upper half space. The 
subordination identity is 

(1.11) e^A = \y*-1'2 l°° e'y2'ue-tA2rz'2 dt, if A > 0. 
2 JQ 

We will give a proof of (1.11) at the end of this introduction. By the spectral 
theorem (or the Fourier integral representation for A = \ / -A) , this identity 
also holds for a positive selfadjoint operator A. We can apply it to A = \/—A, 
substituting (1.9) for etA6(x), to get 

(1.12) e-*<~A>,/2*(x) = \y*-1'2 re-y'/4te^6(x)t-3/2dt 
2 Jo 

= (47T)-(n + 1) /2y ^^e-«a/4te-|x|a/4tr(n+3)/2dt 

= cny(j/2 + N2)-(«+1)/2, 

where the last integral is easily evaluated using the substitution s = 1/t. If 
n > 2, then (-A)""1/2e""y^~A) maps the space of compactly supported distri
butions E'(Rn) to the space of tempered distributions S'{Rn) and is obtained 
by integrating (1.12) with respect to y. We obtain 

(1.13) {-A)-l/2e-y(-V1/26(x) = <(j/2 + laf)-^-1*/2 . 

We can analytically continue these formulas to complex y such that Rey > 0, 
and then pass to the limit of purely imaginary y, say y = it, to obtain a formula 
for the solution of the wave equation on R x Rn: 

(1.14) (d2/dt2 - A)u = 0, u(0, x) = f{x), ut(0, x) = g{x), 
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which is 

(1.15) u(t,x) = cost(-A)1 /2 / 4- ( -AJ-^s int t -A) 1 /^ . 
In fact we have 

(1.16) (-A)-1'2***"A>1/a*(«) = c'n Hm(|x|2 - (t - is)2)"**-1)/2. 

Taking real and imaginary parts, we can read off the finite propagation speed, 
and the fact that the strict Huygens principle holds when n > 3 is odd. For 
example, if n = 3, some elementary distribution theory applied to (1.16) yields 

(1.17) ( - A r ^ s M - A ) 1 ' 2 ^ * ) = {4nt)-l6(\x\ - t ) . 

In the last paragraphs we have sketched one line of application of Fourier 
analysis, which is harmonic analysis on Euclidean space, to constant coefficient 
PDE. One reason such analysis works so neatly is that such operators commute 
with translations, i.e., with the regular representation of Rn on L2(Rn) defined 
by 

(1.18) R{vMx) = u{x + y), x, y € Rn. 

The Fourier transform provides a spectral representation o(R(y), i.e., intertwines 
it with 

(1.19) ?-lR{v)?u(t) = ei*MQ> 
and thus any operator commuting with R{y) is intertwined with a multiplication 
operator by 7. This restatement of (1.5) is obvious since (1.4) is just a differen
tiated form of (1.19). From this point of view we can look upon the functions 
of differential operators such as (1.12) or (1.16) as being obtained by synthesis 
of very simple operators (scalars) on the irreducible representation spaces into 
which the representation (1.18) decomposes. 

Many partial differential equations considered classically, particularly bound
ary problems for domains with simple shapes, exhibit noncommutative groups 
of symmetries, and noncommutative harmonic analysis arises as a tool in the 
investigation of these equations. The connection between solving equations on 
domains bounded by spheres and harmonic analysis on orthogonal groups is 
one basic case. Sometimes symmetries are manifested not simply as groups of 
motions on the underlying spatial domain, but in more subtle fashions. For ex
ample, for the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian - A 4- |z|2, on Rn, we have the 
rotation group SO(n) acting as a group of symmetries in an obvious manner, but 
actually SU(n) acts as a group of symmetries, by restricting the "metaplectic 
representation," introduced in Chapter 1 and discussed further in Chapter 11. 
As another such example, we mention the action of the "ax + 6 group" on L2 

functions on a cone, which will be explored in Chapter 7. 
Harmonic analysis, commutative and noncommutative, plays an important 

role in contemporary investigations of linear PDE. For example, pseudodiffer-
ential operators are certain variable coefficient versions of Fourier multipliers 
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(convolution operators). They can be used to impose an approximate transla
tion symmetry on elliptic operators, such as Laplace operators on general Rie-
mannian manifolds, and are particularly effective in treating various analytical 
aspects of elliptic equations and elliptic boundary problems. Fourier integral op
erators allow one to impose a translational symmetry on an operator with simple 
characteristics (and real principal symbol). However, when a Fourier integral op
erator is applied to an operator with multiple characteristics, in cases where the 
characteristic set can be put in some sort of normal form via a symplectic trans
formation, one is often led to a problem in noncommutative harmonic analysis. 
These notes will not be concerned much with such aspects of harmonic analysis. 
Presentations in the commutative case can be found in [121, 234, 239], and an 
introduction to "noncommutative microlocal analysis" in [235]. Although we do 
not consider the general theory here, one thread to be followed through these 
notes is the use of noncommutative harmonic analysis to treat certain important 
model cases of operators with double characteristics. 

The basic method of noncommutative harmonic analysis, generalizing the use 
of the Fourier transform, is to synthesize operators on a space on which a Lie 
group has a unitary representation from operators on irreducible representation 
spaces. Thus one is led to determine what the irreducible unitary representations 
of a given Lie group are, and how to decompose a given representation into 
irreducibles. This general study is far from complete, though a great deal of 
progress has been made on important classes of Lie groups. 

These notes begin with an introductory Chapter 0, dealing with some basic 
concepts of Lie group representation theory. We lay down some of the founda
tions for the study of strongly continuous representations of a Lie group <?, and 
representations induced on various convolution algebras, including the algebra of 
compactly supported distributions on G, and the universal enveloping algebra of 
G, which includes its Lie algebra. Members of the Lie algebra, or more general 
elements of the universal enveloping algebra, are typically represented by un
bounded operators, a fact which requires some technical care. Spaces of smooth 
vectors for a representation, introduced by Garding originally to complete some 
arguments of Bargmann, and also analytic vectors, provide useful tools to handle 
these technical problems. Chapter 0 also includes some descriptions of various 
types of Lie groups one runs into, such as nilpotent, solvable, semisimple, etc. 

In Chapter 1, we begin our study of analysis on specific Lie groups with a look 
at the Heisenberg group. This nilpotent Lie group has a representation theory 
that is at once simple and rich in structure. Its irreducible unitary representa
tions were classified by Stone and von Neumann many years ago, when the group 
was studied because of its occurrence in basic quantum theory. Much terminol
ogy associated with the group, in addition to its name (actually, many physicists 
call it the Weyl group), celebrates this. For example, certain of the group's 
irreducible unitary representations are called Schrodinger representations, and 
other unitarily equivalent forms are called Bargmann-Fok representations. We 
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obtain an analogue of the Fourier inversion formula easily in this case, and post
pone proving that all irreducible unitary representations are given until Chapter 
5. A study of the Heisenberg group naturally introduces other important Lie 
groups, in particular the symplectic group, acting as a group of automorphisms 
of the Heisenberg group, and the unitary group, arising as a maximal compact 
subgroup of the symplectic group. It might seem unorthodox to treat the Heisen
berg group before the unitary group or other compact Lie groups, since most 
of its irreducible unitary representations are infinite-dimensional. However, it is 
this group for which it is easiest to develop harmonic analysis in closest analogy 
to the development on Euclidean space Rn. This may be traced to the fact that 
the Heisenberg group really has the simplest representation theory, compared 
to compact groups like SU(n) or SO(n), for which combinatorial considerations 
arise even to list all their irreducible representations. That the classification is 
particularly simple for SU(2) and SO(3) still does not make harmonic analysis on 
these groups as easy as on the Heisenberg group, partly for the basic reason that 
integrals are easier to work with than infinite series, and, not unrelated, partly 
because of the richer set of automorphisms of the Heisenberg group, particularly 
groups of dilations. 

Chapter 2 studies the unitary groups U(n), and Chapter 3 pursues some 
general results about compact Lie groups. The complete description of the irre
ducible representations of U(n) and SU(n), for general n, spills over into Chapter 
3, where it is produced as a consequence of the Theorem of the Highest Weight. 
In fact, we give a complete proof of this theorem only for SU(n). Chapter 3 
contains a number of general results about compact Lie groups, such as the 
Peter-Weyl theorem and the Borel-Weil theorem. We have also emphasized the 
study of compact group actions on eigenspaces of Laplace operators in Chapter 3. 
The interplay between the orthogonal group and harmonic analysis on spheres is 
discussed in Chapter 14. Here we have tried to include short, simple derivations 
for a number of classical identities from the theory of spherical harmonics. 

In Chapter 5 we discuss a major general tool for constructing representations 
of Lie groups, the method of induced representations. We discuss Mackey's 
results on systems of imprimitivity and applications to some important classes of 
Lie groups, such as the groups of isometries of Euclidean space and some other 
groups that are semi-direct products. This chapter also gives a proof of the 
Stone-von Neumann theorem classifying the irreducible unitary representations 
of the Heisenberg group. Chapter 6 pursues the study of nilpotent Lie groups. 
The theory of the Heisenberg group plays a crucial role here; the representation 
theory in the general case is reduced by an inductive argument to that of the 
Heisenberg group. 

Chapter 7 gives a brief study of harmonic analysis on cones. The basic ana
lytical tool for this study is the Hankel transform 

(1.20) J5r„/(A) = f°° f(r)M\r)rdr. 
Jo 
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The map Hu is unitary from L2(R+>rdr) onto L2(J?+,AdA), and the Hankel 
inversion formula says 

(1.21) Hv(Hvf){r) = f{r). 
We produce the Hankel transform as an operator intertwining two irreducible 
unitary representations of the "ax + b group," a two-dimensional solvable Lie 
group whose irreducible unitary representations were classified in Chapter 5. 
We remark that special cases of the Hankel transform arise in taking Fourier 
transforms of radial functions on Rn. In fact, if f(x) = /(r) on 72n, a change of 
variable yields 

(1.22) /(£) = (2TT)-»'2 f°° /(rM.O-KDr-1 dr 
Jo 

where 

(1.23) Mr)= f e«xu>du 
Jgn-l 

= An-i J' eiT'(l-s2yn-3V2ds 

= ( 2 7 r ) n / 2 r l - n / 2 J n / 2 _ i ( r ) 

in view of the integral formula 

(i.24) Mz) = [r(̂ )r(t/ + \T\zi2Y j\(i - ey-^^dt 

for the Bessel function. The unitarity of Hu and the Hankel inversion formula, 
for v = \n - 1, follow from the Fourier inversion formula and Plancherel the
orem. These results are not accidentally special cases of the result (1.21), but 
conceptually so, since Euclidean space Rn is the cone over 5 n _ 1 , and both sets 
of formulas arise from the spectral representation of the Laplace operator. 

In Chapter 8 we study the group SL(2, R). This group covers the Lorentz 
group SOe(2,1), and hence is important for relativistic physics. We derive the 
classification of the irreducible unitary representations of SL(2, R) achieved in 
the famous paper of V. Bargmann [12], and study a number of topics in harmonic 
analysis on this group, and also on the two dimensional hyperbolic space. Chap
ter 9 studies SL(2, C), which covers the Lorentz group SOe(3,1), and describes 
its repesentations, given by Gelfand et al. [71]. More general Lorentz groups 
SOe(n, 1) are also introduced. Our study of their representations is somewhat 
less complete, though we do describe the principal series, which provides "almost 
all" the irreducible unitary representations for n odd. Chapter 10 considers the 
actions of SOe(n, 1) as groups of conformal transformations on balls and spheres. 
We show that the existence of a certain (nonunitary) representation of SOc(n, 1) 
on the space of harmonic functions on the unit ball in Rn implies Poisson's 
integral formula for the solution to the Dirichlet problem in the ball. 

In Chapter 11 we return to the symplectic group Sp(n,/2), introduced in 
Chapter 1, and make a detailed study of the metaplectic representation. Our 
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study uses the Cartan decomposition of the symplectic group, a special case of 
a decomposition that plays an important role in the general study of semisimple 
Lie groups. The Cartan decomposition is useful in studying the metaplectic 
representation, because the action of the double cover of U(n) C Sp(n, R) takes 
a particularly simple form in the Bargmann-Fok representation. 

Chapter 12 is devoted to spinors. The spin groups are double covers of SO(n), 
and more generally of SOe(p,g). We define Dirac operators on manifolds with 
spin structures, but do not really pursue harmonic analysis for these objects, 
though there is a great deal that has been done. Some of this is hinted at in the 
final chapter of these notes, and material given here on spinors, it is hoped, will 
make this intelligible. 

Chapter 13 is a very brief introduction to the general theory of noncompact 
semisimple Lie groups, illustrated to some degree by the material of Chapters 
8-11. We describe some general results on principal series and discrete series, 
with no proofs but references to some basic sources. Much more extensive in
troductions to this vast topic can be found in the last two chapters of Wallach 
[253], and in the two volume treatise of Warner [256]. This subject is under 
intensive development at present, some of which is described in the more recent 
reports [137, 140]. Also see the new book [136]. 

The course from which these notes grew was given to students who had been 
through one semester with the book of Varadarajan [246]. The present mono
graph is addressed to people with a basic understanding of Fourier analysis 
(commutative harmonic analysis) and functional analysis, such as covered in one 
of the basic texts, e.g., Reed and Simon [201], Riesz-Nagy [202], or Yosida [267]. 
A concise statement of the ideal preparation would be "Chapters 6, 9, and 11 
of Yosida," together with the first few chapters of a standard Lie group text, 
such as [246] or [100]. We have included four appendixes, one on the Fourier 
transform and tempered distributions, one on the spectral theorem, emphasizing 
the use of tempered distributions in the proof of the spectral theorem, one on the 
Radon transform on Euclidean space, proving some results needed in Chapter 
6, and one on analytic vectors, discussing some technical analytical points often 
encountered in passing from a representation of a Lie algebra to a representation 
of a Lie group. 

These notes focus on ways specific Lie groups arise in analysis. The emphasis 
is on multiplicity, rather than unity. We do treat some general approaches to 
certain classes of Lie groups, especially the classes of compact and of nilpotent 
Lie groups, and to a lesser extent the class of semisimple Lie groups, but our 
emphasis is on the particular. 

One unifying theme is the relationship between harmonic analysis and linear 
PDE, the use of results from each of these fields to advance the study of the other. 
In addition to certain operators with double characteristics, mentioned earlier, we 
also study the "classical" PDE, the Laplace, heat, and wave equations, in various 
contexts. For example, we show how exact solutions to the wave equation store 
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up a great deal of information about harmonic analysis on spheres and hyperbolic 
space. For the past twenty years or so it has been an active line of inquiry to see 
how the spectral analysis of the Laplacian on a general manifold (especially in 
the compact case) stores up geometric information, and how such analysis can 
be achieved by parametrices for the heat equation and for the wave equation. 

To give another illustration of this point of view, we mention a PDE approach 
to the proof of the subordination identity (1.11). We begin with the observation 
that a direct proof of (1.12), for n = 1, will imply the identity (1.11), on the 
operator level, with A replaced by (-d2/dx2)1/2, which in turn implies (1.11) 
for all positive real A, by the spectral theorem for -<P/dx2. Thus it suffices to 
obtain a proof of the Poisson integral formula for n = 1. But 

(1.25) e -v ( - - , / * , ) l / , «( s ) = (27T)"1 l°° e-"l«l+«'*« <% 

= (2TT)-1 /°°(c-»«+fa« + c-vC- faC)de 
Jo 

= (27r)-1[(y-^)~1 + (y + ix)-1] 
= n~~ly/(y2 + x2). 

This proves the subordination identity (1.11). A more classical method of proof 
is to take the Mellin transform with respect to y of both sides of (1.11), deducing 
that (1.11) is equivalent to the duplication formula 

*1'2r(2z) = 22M-1r(z)T{z + $) 
for the gamma function. The subordination identity will make another appear
ance, in Chapter 1, §7, in a study of various PDEs on the Heisenberg group. 

The reader will find that, once the material of the introductory Chapter 0 is 
understood subsequent chapters can be read in almost any order, and by and 
large depend on each other only loosely. For example, if one wanted to read 
about the theory of nilpotent Lie groups, one would need only §§1 and 2 of 
Chapter 1 and §§1 and 2 of Chapter 5, before tackling Chapter 6. In particular, 
later sections of chapters with numerous sections, dealing with special problems, 
can be bypassed without affecting one's understanding of subsequent chapters. 



APPENDIX A 

The Fourier Transform 
and Tempered Distributions 

As mentioned in the introduction, the Fourier transform is defined by 

(A.1) / (0 = (**rw/2/" Me-"***. 
JRn 

We also denote /(£) by J/(£). If / € Ll{Rn), it is clear that / G L°°{Rn). 
We want to introduce some other spaces of functions and generalized functions, 
discuss the behavior of the Fourier transform theorem, and prove the Fourier 
inversion formula. For a more complete treatment, see Chapter VI of Yosida 
[267], or Chapter I of Taylor [234]. 

One important space is S(Rn), the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing func
tions. One says / € S{Rn) when / is C°° and 

(A.2) x0Daf{x) e L°°{Rn) 

for all multi-indices a and /?. Here, if a = (ai , . . . , an), we set 

(A.3) xa = x?* • • • x£»; Da = L>?l • • • D«» 

where Dj = (l/i)d/dxj. It is easy to see that if / G S(/2n), so if / , and 

(A.4) ^ ^ / ( O = 7{D«x(*f){0. 

Thus 

(A.5) J: S(Rn) -> S(Rn). 

We denote the space of continuous linear functional on S{Rn) by S'{Rn). 
This is called the Schwartz space of tempered distributions. 

If we set 

(A.6) f 7 ( 0 = (2TT)-»/2 J /(x)c-« dx 

we see that 7*: S{Rn) —> SCJR71) and, with respect to the natural inner product 
(u, v) = / u(x)v(x) dx, we have 

(A.7) {?u9v) = (w,f*v), u,v€ S(iT). 

287 
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Using this identity, we can extend 7 and 7* to S'{Rn) by duality: 
(A.8) 7,7*: S'(Rn) -> S'(Rn). 

The following is the Fourier inversion formula. 
PROPOSITION A. l . IfueS, then 

(A.9) 77*u = 7*7u = u. 

Hence 

(A.10) 77* = / * / = / onS'{Rn). 
We sketch a proof of this. It suffices to show 7* 7u = u for u G S. Now 

7*fu(x) = (27r)-n ffu(y)ei^y^ dyd$ 

(A.ll) = \\m{2n)~n ff uiyy^-y^-^f dyd£ 

= Hm I u{y)p(eyx-y)dy 

where 

(A.12) p(e, x) = (27r)~n / e ^ " ^ 3 d£. 

Note that 

(A.13) p(e,x) = e-n/2q(x/VZ) 
where q(x) = p(l, x). In a moment we will show that 

(A.14) p(e, x) = (47r^)-n/2e-lxla/4c. 

The derivation of this identity will also show that 

(A.15) f q{x)dx = l. 

From this it is a simple exercise to deduce that 
(A. 16) lim / u(y)p(e1 x — y)dy = u(x) 

for any u 6 S(Rn), and the Fourier inversion formula is proved. 
To prove (A.14), we observe that p(e,x), defined by (A.12), is an entire ana

lytic function of x € Cn; it is convenient to verify that 
(A.17) p(e,ix) = (47re)-n/2eW2/4e, x € i?n, 
from which (A.14) follows by analytic continuation. Now 

p(e,ix) = (27r)-n /Vx'«-«l«lad€ 

(A.18) = (27r)-neW2/4e [e-\*/*sTe+^\2 ^ 

= (2ir)-^-»/acNV4« / e - IC I 3
d e 
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So to prove (A. 17), it remains to show that 

(A.19) / e-^ |2de = 7rn/2. 
JR* 

Now if A = / ^ e""* d£, then the left side of (A.19) is equal to An. But then 
for n = 2 we can use polar coordinates: 

A2=f e-M2d£= f " He-r\drd6 = *. 
JR2 JO JO 

This completes the proof of the identity (A. 17), hence of (A. 14). 
In light of (A.7) and the Fourier inversion formula, we see that, for u, v G S, 

{7ujv) = (u,v) = (7*u,7*v). 

Thus 7 and 7* extend uniquely from S{Rn) to L2(Rn), and are inverse to each 
other. Thus we have the Plancherel theorem, 

PROPOSITION A.2. The Fourier transform 

(A.20) 7:L2{Rn)-+L2{Rn) 

is unitaryf with inverse 7*. 

As mentioned in the introduction, the calculation of the Gaussian integral 
(A. 12) gives the explicit formula for the fundamental solution to the heat equa
tion: 

(A.21) etA6{x) = (47r0"n/2e- | l |2/4t, t > 0, x e Rn. 

It was also shown in the introduction how to find the Poisson kernel 

e-y^*6{x) = cn(y2 4- |x|2)"(n+1)/2 

and also the fundamental solution to the wave equation (d2/dt2 — A)u = 0, on 
R x Rn. See (1.12)—(1.17) of the introduction. Here we give some complementary 
results on solutions to some basic linear PDE on Rn. Namely, we analyze the 
resolvent of the Laplace operator: 

(A.22) (A2 - A)-M(x) = (27r)-n / (A2 4- K P r V " * d£. 
JR* 

This Fourier integral is not absolutely convergent, if n > 2, but can be interpreted 
in the sense of tempered distributions. It is convenient to use the identity 

(A.23) (A2 - A)-^(x) = f°° e^A'x^6(x) eft, 
Jo 

when A > 0, and plug in (A.21), to get 

(A.24) (A2 - A)-^(x) = (47r)-n/2 r e-N2/4t-tA>rn/2 dt. 
Jo 
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Note that this integral was evaluated in the introduction for n = 1 and 3. The 
identity (1.11) (complemented by the identity (7.89) of Chapter 1) gives, for 

(A.25) K(r, A, u) = f°° e^^e^r1-" dt, 
Jo 

the formulas 
(A 26) K{r,X,-\) = «-V>X-^, 

K(r,A,i) = 27r-1/2r-1e-Ar. 

It is clear that for any odd integer n, we can evaluate the integral in (A.24) by 
differentiating repeatedly (A.26) with respect to r; so on R2k+1, 
(A.27) 

(A2 - &)~l6(x) = {A<K)~k~l/2K(r, A, - ± + k) 
= (47r)-^1/2(-2r-1d/ar)fc(7r-1/2A-1e-Ar) (r = |*|) 

in view of the general identity 

(A.28) (<9/<9r)tf(r,A,i/) = -±rtf(r,A,i/ + 1). 

On R2k
) one has 

(A.29) (A2 - A)-^(x) = (47r)-fctf (r, A, k - 1). 

This is not an elementary function. In fact, use of polar coordinates for the 
Laplace operator as in Chapter 4, §1, shows (A.29) satisfies a modified Bessel 
equation, as a function of r. We can also see this from (A.25), if we note that, 
in addition to (A.28), we have 

(A.30) {d/dX)K{r, A, u) = -2Atf(r, A, v - 1). 

Also, a change of variable in the integral (A.25) gives 

(A.31) tf (r, A, v) = \2vK{\r, 1, u), 

and if we combine (A.31) and (A.30) we get 

(A.32) {d/dr)K{r, A, u) + {2u/X)K(r, A, v) = -2A/T(r, A, u - 1). 

If we apply d/dr to both sides of (A.32) and use (A.28), we get 

(A.33) (d2/dr2)K + 2v\-1(d/dr)K = XrK (r, A, u\ 

wich can be converted to the modified Bessel equation. One has the identity 

(A.34) J(Ar/2)" f°° e^^e^r1-" dt = X^K^Xr); 
2 Jo 

see Lebedev [148], page 119. Hence, on Rn, 

(A.35) (A2 - A)-^(x) = 2(47r)-n/2(2A/r)n/2-1/fn/2_1(Ar). 

The identity (A.34) gives this for A > 0. Then we get it for A2 E C \ fl"*, by 
analytic continuation. 
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One could also tackle the resolvent by looking at the Fourier transform on 
the right side of (A.22). If we use (1.21) to express this Fourier transform as a 
Hankel transform, the formula (A.35) is seen to be equivalent to the special case 
when v = \ n - 1 of the classical identity 

/°°(A2 + a2)""1 Ma^s"*1 ds = \"K„(\r). 
Jo 

See Lebedev [154], page 133, for a proof of this identity (in the case of absolute 
convergence) and further generalizations. 



APPENDIX B 

The Spectral Theorem 

Our purpose here is to give a brief discussion of the spectral theorem. We 
consider several forms. The best known form is 

THE SPECTRAL THEOREM. If A is a self adjoint operator on a Hilbert space 
H, then there is a strongly countably additive projection-valued measure dE such 
that 

(B.l) Au = / A dExu, u e D{A). 
J—oo 

This result is a consequence of the 

STRONG SPECTRAL THEOREM. If A is a selfadjoint operator on a separable 
Hilbert space H, there is a o-compact space fi, a Borel measure \i on fi, a unitary 
map 

(B.2) W:L2(fi ,d/i)-ff , 

and a real-valued measurable function a(x) on fi, such that 

(B.3) W"1 AWf{x) = a(x)f{x), Wf 6 D{A). 

In order to establish this result, we will work with the unitary group 

(B.4) U{t) = eitA. 

For a given £ € H, let H{ denote the closed linear span of U(t)t for t £ R. 
If H^ = H, we say £ is a cyclic vector. If H^ is not all of # , note that H£ 
is invariant under U(t). Using this, it is not difficult to decompose H into a 
(possibly countably infinite) direct sum of spaces H^. It will suffice to establish 
the Strong Spectral Theorem on each factor, so we will establish the following 
result. 

PROPOSITION B. l . If H = H$ (so there is a cyclic vector £), then we can 
take fi = R, and there exists a positive Borel measure fi on R and a unitary map 
W: L2(R,dfi)->H so that 

(B.5) W'1 AWf{x) = xf{x), Wf e D{A), 
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or equivalently, 

(B.6) W-xU{t)Wf = eitx/(*)> / € L2{R,dii). 
The measure \i on R will be the Fourier transform 

(B.7) JI = flr) 

where 

(B.8) ?W = (2T)-1(e iMe,0-
A priori, it is not at all clear that (B.7) defines a measure, though, since clearly 
f € L°°(R), we see that /i is a tempered distribution. We will show that /x is 
indeed a positive measure during the course of our argument. We will in the 
meantime use notation anticipating that \i is a measure: 

(B.9) (eiM£.0= fV 'd / iM, 
J—OO 

keeping in mind that the Fourier transform in (B.9) is to be interpreted in the 
sense of tempered distributions. As for the map W, we first define 
(B.10) W: S(R)-+H, 
where S(R) is the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing functions, by 

(B.11) W{f) = f{A)i, 
where we define the operator f(A) by the formula 

(B.12) f(A) = (2JT)"1/2 f°° f(t)eitA dt. 
J — OO 

The reason for this notation will become apparent shortly; see (B.21). Note that, 
using (B.9), we have 

{f(A)t,g(A)t) = (27T)"1 ^Jf(8)ei>A^ds,jg{tytAidtj 

= (2ff)-X [[f(°)W)(ei{-t)AZ,S)dsdt 
(B.13) JJ 

= (2A-)-1 iff /(«)J(t)e*<"-*>T«^(T)d»* 

= J ttr)W)dn{T). 
For f,g G S(R), the last "integral" is to be interpreted as (fg~,fji). 

Now, if g = / , the left side of (B.13) is ||/(A)£||2, which is > 0. Hence, 

(B.14) (l/ |2 , /*)>0 for all / G S(R). 
This is enough to imply that the tempered distribution (i is actually a positive 
measure! Knowing this, we can now interpret (B.13) as implying that W has a 
unique continuous extension 

(B.15) W:L2(i?,d/z)-*tf, 
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and W is an isometry. Furthermore, since f is assumed to be cyclic, it is easy to 
see the range of W must be dense in # , so W must be unitary. 

Now from (B.12) it follows that, if / G S(R), 

(B.16) eiaAf(A) = <pa(A) 
where 

(B.17) ^(r ) = e"V(r). 

Hence 

(B.18) WleiaAf{A)i = W-lipa{A)Z = eiaTf{r). 

Since {f(A)£: f G S} is dense in if, we obtain 

(B.19) W-leiaA = ei9TW~\ 

which proves (B.6), and hence Proposition B.l. 

Note that since W~leitAW = ettT, the formula (B.12) implies 

(B.20) W-lf(A)W = f(r), 

which justifies the notation f(A) in (B.12). In the language of (B.l), we have 

(B.21) f(A)u= I f{\)dExu. 

If a selfadjoint operator A has the representation (B.5), one says A has simple 
spectrum. It follows from Proposition B.l that a selfadjoint operator has simple 
spectrum if and only if it has a cyclic vector. 

We remark that a more typical method of showing there is a positive measure 
\i such that (B.9) holds is to invoke Bochner's theorem, characterizing the Fourier 
transform of positive measures as positive definite functions. It is well known 
that, using the theory of tempered distributions, one can give a simple proof of 
Bochner's theorem. Our proof of the spectral theorem has avoided this detour 
entirely, working directly with tempered distributions. 

In general, the spectral theorem is considered to be nonconstructive in nature. 
However, especially if A has simple spectrum, or spectrum of low multiplicity, 
the method of proof of the spectral theorem can sometimes be implemented 
to give an explicit spectral representation of A. Doing this involves knowing 
explicitly the unitary group U(t) = eitA, and particularly knowing explicitly the 
function f (t) = (e*ti4£, £) for some cyclic vector f, and then finding explicitly the 
Fourier transform of this function, which is known generally to be some positive 
measure. We can illustrate this program in the case 

(B.22) A = D = id/dx, 

so 

(B.23) eitDf(x) = f(x-t). 
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If we pick f G S{R) such that | (T) never vanishes, then 
(B.24) ^ f(t) = (« f t De,0 = **£(«) 
where £(t) = £(-£)> 8 0 w e ^ave f (r) = |f (r)|2, i.e., 
(B.25) dp = |£(r)|2 dr on J?. 
In this case the unitary map 
(B.26) W: L2{R,\i{r)?dT) -> L2{R,dx) 
is given by 
(B.27) Wf = f(D)t = f*t, 
and we have W"VtDWV(r) = eitrf(r). If we take £ to be an approximate delta 
function, then in the limit W becomes the Fourier transform. 

Of course, as has been shown several times in this monograph, an explicit 
knowledge of the unitary group eitA is a very convenient tool for studying the 
spectral resolution of A. In fact, the spectral measure is given by 

(B.28) dEx = (27T)"1 f°° e
itA-iXt eft, 

J — oo 

where the right side is interpreted a priori as an operator valued tempered dis
tribution. Compare the spectral analysis of the Laplace operator on spheres and 
hyperbolic space, deduced from a knowledge of the fundamental solution of the 
wave equation, in Chapters 4 and 8. 

One can generalize the notion of a cyclic vector to the case of a fc-tuple 
of commuting selfadjoint operators (Ai,... , A*). More precisely, suppose the 
unitary groups Uj(t) = e%tA* all commute. We say £ G H is cyclic if the closed 
linear span of Ui(ti) • • • Uk{tk)Z is all of H. In that case, the proof of Proposition 
B.l generalizes to show that there is a positive measure /z on Rk and a unitary 
map W: L2(Rk,d») -* H such that W^AjWftx) = Xjf(x), Wf € P(A,). 
We would say (Ai, . . . , Ak) has simple spectrum. If a single operator A = A\ 
does not have simple spectrum, it would elucidate its spectral behavior to find 
a fc-tuple of commuting operators such that (Ai, . . . , Ak) has simple spectrum. 
More generally, given a selfadjoint operator B, without simple spectrum, we 
might try to find (Ai, . . . , A&), commuting and with simple spectrum, such that 
W-xBWf{x) = /?(:r)/(x), Wf € P(B). For example, for the Laplace operator 
A on iZfc, one takes (Ai, . . . , Ak) = (2?i,..., Dk), Dj = id/dxj. Of course, given 
such B, one would like such Ai , . . . , A* to arise in some "natural" fashion. In 
many cases, such as B = A on the sphere 5n , n > 2, it is natural to write B as a 
function of some selfadjoint operators which commute with B, but not with each 
other, and which generate a noncommutative group of transformations acting 
irreducibly on each eigenspace of B. Thus noncommutative harmonic analysis 
arises naturally in the search for a "simple spectrum." 

As an application of the spectral theorem, we prove the following result, a 
version of Schur's lemma, characterizing irreducible group actions, which is used 
from time to time in this monograph (see Chapter 0, Theorem 1.6). 
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PROPOSITION B.2. A group G of unitary operators on a Hilbert space H is 
irreducible if and only if, for any bounded linear operator A on H, 

(B.29) UA = AU forallUeG^A^XL 

PROOF. First, if HQ C H is a closed invariant subspace and P is the orthogo
nal projection on i/o» then (B.29) implies HQ is 0 or H, so clearly (B.29) implies 
irreducibility. Conversely, suppose G is irreducible, and let A € C(H) be such 
that 

(B.30) UA = AU for all UeG. 

The unitarity of U implies the same identity also holds for A*, so considering 
A+A* and A-A*, we can assume without loss of generality that A is selfadjoint 
in (B.30). Now (B.30) continues to hold with A replaced by any polynomial in 
J4, and then, by the spectral theorem, we can deduce that, if A = / A dE\, then, 
for any Borel set S, E(B)U = UE{B) for all UeG. But then the irreducibility 
implies E(B) = 0 or J, since E(B) is a projection on an invariant subspace. Since 
this holds for any Borel set B, we have A = XI for some A. This completes the 
proof. 

We say a few words about the general justification of the assertion that for any 
selfadjoint operator A, the operator iA generates a unitary group (B.4), which 
is part of Stone's theorem. First, if A is bounded, the operator eltA can be 
defined by a convergent power series expansion, and power series manipulation 
gives etaAeltA = el(a+t)A and (eltA)* = e~%tA. For unbounded A, there are direct 
demonstrations that iA generates a unitary group, but it is perhaps simpler to 
use von Neumann's trick, and consider the unitary operator V = (A+i)(A—i)~x. 
Then J3i = (V + V*)/2, B2 = (V - V*)/2i form a pair of commuting bounded 
selfadjoint operators, to which the spectral theorem proved above applies. Then 
the spectral theorem for A is a corollary of that for (B\, B2). Of course, granted 
the spectral theorem for A, the fact that iA generates a unitary group is a simple 
consequence. 

We conclude this appendix by mentioning one important connection between 
the unitary group ettA and the notion of selfadjointness. A symmetric operator 
AQ with domain V is said to be essentially selfadjoint if there exists a unique 
selfadjoint operator A such that V C D(A), the domain of A% and AQU = Au for 
uGP. For symmetric operators, this extends Proposition 2.2 of Chapter 0. 

PROPOSITION B. 3. Let Ao be an operator on a Hilbert space H, with domain 
D. Assume D is dense in H. Let U(t) be a unitary group, with infinitesimal 
generator iA, so A is selfadjoint, and 

(B.31) U(t) = eitA. 

Suppose V C D(A) and AQU = Au for uG D, or equivalently, 

(B.32) lim t~l{U{t)u - u) = AQu for all ueD. 
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Also suppose P is invariant under U(t): 
(B.33) U{t)D C P. 
Then A$ is essentially selfadjoint] A is its unique selfadjoint extension. Suppose 
furthermore that 
(B.34) A0:D->D. 
Then A§t with domain P, is essentially selfadjoint, for each positive integer fc. 

PROOF. We use the following well known criterion for essential selfadjointness 
(see, e.g., [202]). AQ is essentially selfadjoint if and only if the range of i ± AQ 
is dense in H. So suppose v G H and 
(B.35) ((i ± A0)% v) = 0 for all u G P. 
Using (B.33) together with the fact that Ao = A on P, we have 
(B.36) ((t ± A0)u, U(t)v) = 0 for all* G R, u G P. 
Consequently / p(t)U(t)vdt is orthogonal to the range of i ± Ao, for any p G 
Ll(R). Choosing p{t) € Co°(i2) a n approximate identity, we approximate v by 
elements of P(J4), indeed of D(Ak) for all fc. Thus we can suppose in (B.35) that 
v GD{A). Hence, taking adjoints, we have 
(B.37) (ti, (i ± A)v) = 0 foralUGP. 
Since (i ± A)v G £T, and V is dense in H, it follows that (B.37) holds for all 
u G H, hence for it = v. But then the imaginary part is ||v||2, so (B.35) implies 
v = 0. This proves the first part of the proposition. Granted (B.34), the same 
proof works with Ao replaced by AQ (but U(t) unaltered), so the proposition is 
proved. 

An example of an application of Proposition B.3 is Chernoff 's proof [38] that 
on a complete Riemannian manifold M, with V = CQ°(M), all powers of the 
Laplace operator are essentially selfadjoint on P. This is because, with 

• C •)• 
(B.38) Bo = I A „ J , D{Bo) = C?®C? 

the group 
(B.39) U{t) = etBo 

is the fundamental solution to the wave equation 
(B.40) d2U/dt2 - AU = 0, 
and its unitarity is equivalent to the standard energy conservation law for the 
wave equation, while finite propagation speed for solutions to the wave equation 
implies P(JBQ) is preserved by U(t). Note that 

(B.41) Bl = 

so essential selfadjointness of A and its powers follows. 
(o l)> 



APPENDIX C 

The Radon Transform on Euclidean Space 

In this appendix we give a brief discussion of the Radon transform on Eu
clidean space J?n, defined as follows. If H is any (n - l)-dimensional linear 
subspace of Rn, w € Rn/H, set 

(C.l) * / (" ,#)= I f(y + w)dy, 
JH 

where H gets induced Lebesgue measure. This Radon transform is useful in 
commutative harmonic analysis, and also played a role in Chapter 6, in deriving 
the Plancherel formula on a nilpotent Lie group. Other variants of the Radon 
transform include transforms on spheres (see Chapter 4) and also on hyperbolic 
space and more general symmetric spaces (see Helgason [102, 103]). Our goal 
will be to obtain a Plancherel formula for (C.l), since that was used in Chapter 
6. This will be a simple consequence of the Plancherel formula for the Fourier 
transform. 

In fact, if CJ is a unit vector orthogonal to if, note that 

(C.2) f(8u>) = (27r)-n/2 f e-iswZf(wy H) dw, 

provided Rn/H is made isomorphic to R via OJ + H »-> 1. Now the Plancherel 
formula ||/||La = ||/||/,a on Rn gives 

(C3) H/lli, = \ f°° f l /MI2 !^"1 !^^. 

Meanwhile, the Plancherel formula for the Fourier transform on R gives, in view 
of (C.2), 

(C.4) f°° |/(3u;)|2da = (27r)-(n-1)/2 f \Zf(w,H)\2dw. 

In order to combine (C.3) and (C.4), note that 

(c.5) r ISOOI v i ds = r ISV^WI2 ds, 
J— oo J—oo 
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so we get 

(C6) H/lli, = \{**)-ln-Mj j°°JD<Z-Wm^H)\2dwdvo\{H), 

as our Plancherel formula for the Radon transform. Here dvol(H) is the invariant 
volume element on the Grassmannian manifold of hyperplanes in Rn, normalized 
so that vol(£) = voliS"-1). 

We can polarize (C.6) and get, for / ,g G L2(Rn)> 

(f,9h*=cn f f | i#- 1 ) / 2 |S /K/f^ 
(C.7) Jg R 

= cn f f \D£-V\Jlf(w}H)Zg{wyH)dwdvol(H). 

Note that 

(C.8) nodd=>\D£-»\ = ±DZ-1, 

but if n is even, |-D£-1| is not a local operator. Taking g to be highly concentrated 
near a point p G i2n, we see that 

(C.9) R6p{wyH) = 6(uH -p-w) 

where LJH is a unit normal to H, determining an isomorphism Rn/H « R. Thus 
we get the inversion formula 

(C.10) f(p) = cn[ \D^x\Zf(ujH • p,H)dwol(H). 

The Radon transform provides a nice tool for proving the Huygens principle 
for constant coefficient hyperbolic systems when n is odd; this arises from the 
fact that (C.8) is a local operator in that case. It also is a tool for scattering 
theory. See Lax and Phillips [150] for more about these uses of the Radon 
transform. 



APPENDIX D 

Analytic Vectors, and Exponentiation 
of Lie Algebra Representations 

We discuss briefly the role of analytic vectors in passing from representations 
of a Lie algebra to representations of a Lie group. 

Let Xi , . . . ,Xfc be a set of (unbounded) skew adjoint opertors on a Hilbert 
space H. We say u G if is an analytic vector for (Xi, . . . , Xk) if u G P(XQ) for 
all a, where Xa = Xa(!)Xa(2) • • • XQ(;v), and, for some C < oo, K < oo, 

(D.l) ||X"«|| < C{K\«\)M. 

We will be interested in the case when a; is a representation of a Lie algebra g by 
skew adjoint operators, Xj = v(Lj), Li , . . . , Lk forming a basis of g. We denote 
by 2l/c the set of analytic vectors satisfying (D.l), for some C < oo. We make 
the following hypothesis: 

(D.2) For some K, %K is dense in H. 

Note that, if u G a*-, then, for X = Ylajxj> £ \aj\ ^ 1» 
oo 

(D.3) etxu = £ ( * 7 J ! ) X ' U 
i=o 

is a power series converging, in the norm topology on if, for \t\ < (c/f)"1, even 
complex t. If Xj are skew adjoint, then etX is unitary for t real. 

We suppose Xj = û L )̂ where <j is a representation of the Lie algebra fl by 
skew adjoint operators such that 

(D.4) u/([L, M])u = w(L)w(Af )u - u(M)u(L)u 

for u G 2l/c- Note that 21/r is invariant under u>(L), L G fl. We want to obtain 
a "local representation" o^ of a neighborhood U of e in G, a Lie group with 
Lie algebra, by unitary operators on H. Indeed, if L = Eai^j» £ lail < R = 
(Jfe)"1, set X = u;(Z,) and 

oo 

(D.5) u>fc(exp L)u = e^^u = ^ ( l / i ! ) X ^ , u 6 21*. 
i=o 
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We suppose L belongs to a small enough neighborhood UQ of 0 € 0 that exp : 0 -> 
G maps Uo diffeomorphically onto a neighborhood U of c e G, and that L = 
T,ajLj* EKI <RonU0. 

In such a case, (D.5) defines a function on U taking values in the set of unitary 
operators on H. We need to show it is a local representation. If V C U is a 
sufficiently small neighborhood of e (in particular, we need V • V C I/), we claim 
that, under the definition (D.5) of ut, 
(D.6) Wb{gi92)u = Wb(9i)ub{g2)v>, gj €V,u€H. 
It suffices to establish this identity for u € 2t/c- This is essentially a consequence 
of the Campbell-HausdorfF formula, which says 
(D.7) exp X exp Y = exp *(X, Y) 
where $(X, F) is given by a convergent power series for X and Y small. The 
power series is of a "universal" sort: 

(D.8) •(x,y) = x + Y + $[x>y] + ..-. 
See, e.g., Varadarajan [248]. The fact that (D.6) holds when gj = expX,-, Xj 
small, u £ 9l/f, is just manipulation of power series, using the fact that the form 
of (D.8) is preserved on applying the representation u of 0 to both sides. 

Thus we have produced a "local representation" of a neighborhood U of e € 
G. We want to extend this to a global representation, provided G is simply 
connected. Any g € G can be written in the form 

(D.9) g = gi-gM, gj € V (V C U as above), 
so we would like to set 
(D.10) w{g)u = Ub{gi) - • • ub{gM)u. 
We need to show that the representation (D.10) is independent of the represen
tation (D.9). What is the same, if 

(D.ll) e = ffi •••$*, 9j€V, 
we need to show that 

(D.12) Wb(gi) • • • Wb(gjv)u = it, all u € if. 

In (D.ll) we could express each g3 as a product of terms in a very much smaller 
neighborhood V* of e, so in proving (D.12) we can assume that each gj belongs 
to as small a neighborhood of e as desired (of course, N gets quite large). The 
idea is to connect the points po = e, p\ = <ji,... ,Pjr = g\ • • gj)... ,PAT = e by a 
closed analytic loop. If G is simply connected, we can analytically contract the 
loop, leaving it fixed at e. Thus the points pj trace out analytic curves Pj(t), 
with pj(0) = pj, pj(l) = e. So we define gj{i) by Pj(t) = Pj-i{i)gj(t). We can 
suppose that each gj(t) belongs to V for 0 < t < 1. In fact, we can suppose 
dist((^(t),e) < C/iV. Note that g\(t) • • • p^(t) = e for all t. Consider 

(D.13) £(t)u = ub{gi{t)) • • -(^(gjvWK 
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Note that, if t is close to 1, all partial products gi(t) • • -gj(t) belong to V, so, 
by (D.6), for some s > 0, we have 

(D.14) E{t)u = u f o r l - £ < t < l . 

Now if u G 21 K we claim (D.13) is analytic in t. This gives E(t)u = u for all 
t G [0,1], if u G 21K, and hence for all w, since &K is dense in H. Thus a; is well 
defined by (D.10), on all of G, if G is simply connected. 

To see that (D.13) is analytic in t for u G 21K, note that if Bw denotes the 
set of u G H such that the function uJb{g)v> (which has been defined for g G U) 
is analytic for g G W, a neighborhood of e G G, then of course 21K C Be/ C Bw * 
if W C U, and if 0 G V, then 

(D.15) ^6(0)u € &Ad gw ifueBwy 

as follows from 

(D.16) Ub(g')ub(g)u = WdteMff" VffK 

Now if dist(gj-(t),e) < G/iV, then f ] j Adffj(t) has a limited effect, so we can 
suppose that u G Bw and Wb{gj(t)) • • •<»/&(0Ar(t))t* G Bw for each J. Then the 
analyticity of (D.13) in t for u € 2l/c is clear. 

Now that oj(g) has been defined, as a unitary operator, for each g G G, we 
can show it is a representation of G, i.e., 

(D.17) u(gig2)u = wfaiMjtoK if & G G. 

Indeed, we know (D.17) holds for g3 G V. But if u G 21K then both sides are 
analytic in (91,92)1 so (D.17) holds for u G 21/c- Since 2t/c is assumed dense in 
i/, (D.17) holds in general. 

Such conclusions as were reached here were applied in Chapters 1 and 11 
to the metaplectic representation, where the representation u of sp(n, R) was 
defined by 

(D.18) w(Q)=iQ(X,D), 

with Q(x, f) a second order homogeneous polynomial. We need to know that 
hypothesis (D.2) is satisfied in this case. Indeed, we have, for some K} 

(D.19) 21K D {p(x)e~ | l |2/2: p{x) polynomial in x}, 

the linear span of the Hermite functions, discussed in §6 of Chapter 1. We leave 
(D.19) as an exercise with the hint that it follows from (D.49). Clearly the right 
side of (D.19) is dense in L2{Rn). 

This method of exponentiating a representation of a Lie algebra g to the Lie 
group G depends on prescribing a dense space 21K of analytic vectors. Such 
a method is never doomed to failure; in fact, we have the following important 
result, due to Harish-Chandra [92], Nelson [183], and Garding [69]. 
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THEOREM D. 1. If u) is a strongly continuous unitary representation of G 
on H, then for some K < oo, 

(D.20) 2l/c is dense in H. 

We will indicate a proof of this, along the lines of the proof given by Nelson 
[183] and by Garding [69]. We include some details, particularly since this result 
is often stated in the weaker form 

(D.21) \J 2lK is dense in H. 
K 

A different approach to the stronger result (D.20) is given in [84]. The proof 
involves approximating u G H by 

(D.22) p(t)u = / h{t,x)u{x)udx, 
JG 

where h(£, x) is the heat kernel 

(D.23) h{t,x) = etA6{x). 

A is the Laplace operator on G, which we assume endowed with a left invariant 
metric. It is easy to show that, for any neighborhood U of e G G, fv h(t, x) dx —• 
1 as t -* 0, while fG, v /i(t, x) dx -» 0; also h{t, x) > 0. Thus p(t)u —• u in H as 
t -> 0. It remains to show that there exists K < oo such that, for 0 < t < 1, 
p(t)u G 21 K for all u G H. Estimates on h(tyx) were proved in [69]. The 
argument we give here is a special case of an argument from Cheeger, Gromov, 
and Taylor [36]. In this approach, one gets estimates on the Schwartz kernel of 
f(\/—A) for a general class of even functions /(A), including 

(D.24) ft(\) = e~tx\ 

by writing 

n^E)=(2*)-1/2 r / ( .y^3^ 
(D.25) 7~ 

= (27T)"1/2 / f(s)cossy/^Eds, 
«/ — OO 

and exploiting finite propagation speed for solutions to the wave equation 

{d2/ds2 - A)u = 0, 

which implies 

(D.26) coss\/^E6p{x) = 0 if dist(p,x) > \s\. 

We get 
(D.27) 

f{yf=E)6p{x) = (2/TT)1/2 j°° f(s) cos sy/=A6p(x) ds, if dist(p, x) >r. 
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Now, suppose /(A) satisfies the following estimates: 

(D.28) |/(fc)(«)|<<M*M)V(*), 
for some <p € Ll. We say / € 7ip,A% if w e set 

(D.29) iKr) = J°0<p(s)dsi 

then 

(D.30) y°° |/<fc>(a)| da < d(*/i4)V(r). 

Since we have the elementary L2 operator norm bound || cos3%/-A|| < 1, we 
easily deduce the following. Let dist(p, q) = r + 2a. Then 

(D.31) \\Akf(V=&)Alu\\LHBa{x)) < C((2k + 2/)M)2fc+2'V>(r)|Mk*(Ba(P)) 
provided u€ L2 has support in the ball Ba{p) of radius a, centered at p. Thus, 
for such u, and for \y\ < A/2, the power series 

V(*'y) = E((2*)!)"1y2fc(-A)fc/(V^A)« 
(D.32) fc=0 

= (coshy\/-A)/(\/--A)u(z) (formally) 

converges to an element of L2(Ba{x) x [-A/2, A/2]). Moreover, 

(D.33) (&G + d2/dy2)v = Q) 

and, by (D.31), 
(D.34) NIL'(B«(S))X[-A/2,A/2] < Ctl>{r)\\u\\L2(Ba{p)). 

Since (3 is a homogeneous Riemannian manifold, we can apply regularity esti
mates for solutions to the elliptic equation (D.33), uniformly, to get 

\f 1V2 

(D.35) / \f(V=A)6p,(x)\2dp'\ <C1>(r). 

(Most of the effort in [36] was devoted to the study of nonhomogeneous mani
folds, with semibounded Ricci tensor, where this last piece of reasoning must be 
replaced by very much more elaborate arguments.) Similarly we obtain 

(D.36) I |AJ,/(V=S)V(«)IU»(B.(P)) < <? (WV(r ) , 
so for each x we can set 

(D.37) w{x,p',y) = f^((2l)\)-ly2lAl
pff(>/^A)6pf(x) 

1=0 

and get a harmonic function of (p',y) on Ba(p) x [-A/2, A/2] whose L2 norm 
satisfies 

(D-38) ||tl/(x, •, •)IUa(B.(p)xh>l/2,A/2l) < C^OO. 
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and which is equal to f(\/-&)6pt(x) at y = 0. Since 

(D.39) (Ap, + d2/dy2)w(x, p', y) = 0, 

we can again apply the elliptic regularity estimates, uniformly, as before, and 
deduce 

(D.40) k(*,P,v)|<Cty(r). 

Furthermore, since in exponential coordinates (D.39) has analytic coefficients, 
we can appeal to analytic regularity of solutions to an elliptic equation (see, e.g., 
[121, 179]), and in light of the homogeneity of G we deduce, for x1 e Ba(x), 

(D.41) \D$f(y/=E)6p(x')\ < C{C\a\)^(r). 

Here, D*, is computed in exponential coordinates centered at x G G; dist(p, x) = 
r + 2a. 

In order to finish the proof of Theorem D.l, we need to check the functions 
/t(A) = e"tA , to see to what classes J^ ,A they belong. We have 

LEMMA D.2. For all t> 0, and for all A > 0, we have 

(D.42) ft{\) = e~tx2 G J*'A, 

with 

(D.43) p(a) = e-^1-^-2/4*. 

Of course, <p(s) depends on t\ our notation suppresses this dependence. The 
important fact is that A is independent of t. This is why we have (D.20) rather 
than merely the weaker result (D.21). It remains only to establish this lemma. 
Note that 

(D.44) /t(*) = r 1 / 2 / i ( r 1 / 2
a ) , 

so 

(D.45) /t
(fc)(s) = r( fc+1>/2/i ( fc)(t-1/2s). 

We will estimate f\i\{s)% since 

(D.46) A/4(«) = 7r-1/2e-»J. 

Then 

(D.47) / $ ( « ) = (-l)*ff fc(a)e-', 

where Hk(s) is the fcth Hermite polynomial. In order to estimate (D.47), we will 
make use of the following generating function identity, 

(D.48) f ; ffn(8) V / 2 n n ! = (1 - J?2)"1/2 exp(2a V ( l +1,)), \v\ < 1, 
n=0 
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which is a special case of the identity (7.16) proved in Chapter 1. Pick rj positive 
but fairly small. We obtain that, for any given e > 0, 

(D.49) |ifn(a)|2/2nn! < Ce£a2|r?|-n. 

It follows that 

(D.50) |/$(s)| < C p / M ) " * ! ] 1 / ^ 1 - ^ ' . 

Consequently, 

(D 51) l/twMl < W/lijl^fcil^r^+wvc1-')^ 
= C[(2/|r7|e)fcA:!]1/2r1/V(1-^a/4t. 

The square root of the term in square brackets justifies the assertion that (D.42) 
holds for all A > 0, and completes the proof of Lemma D.2. 

In view of the easily established estimate that the volume of the set of points 
in G within a distance r of e is bounded by C\eC2T as r —• oo, the proof of 
Theorem D.l now follows. 

We include here a brief discussion of the connection between analytic vectors 
and essential selfadjointness. Let AQ be a symmetric operator with domain D in 
a Hilbert space H. Suppose D is dense in H. A theorem of Nelson [183] states 
that if D consists of analytic vectors for Ao, then AQ is essentially selfadjoint on 
P. We will give a short proof of the following weaker result, which is nevertheless 
of use. 

PROPOSITION D.3. Let %K be as defined above with X\ = iA$. Suppose 
that, for some K, V C 2l/c. Then AQ is essentially selfadjoint 

PROOF. Starting from the power series (D.3) for X = iAo, u E D, we get 
a vector-valued holomorphic function U(t)u = ettAou for \t\ < (eK)~l, and the 
argument sketched in the first part of this appendix extends U(t) to t € R as a 
unitary group. Thus U(t) = ettA where A is a selfadjoint extension of AQ. IfA\ is 
any other selfadjoint extension, then it generates a unitary group U\ (t) = eltAl. 
But U\(t)u = U(t)u for « G P , and if V is dense this implies U\(t) = U(t), so 
the selfadjoint extension of AQ is unique. 

We will discuss one final method for exponentiating a Lie algebra representa
tion. This method does not involve analytic vectors, and in fact is closely related 
to Proposition B.3. 

Let x i , . . . , xi be a basis for g as a linear space; suppose x i , . . . , xi0 actually 
generate g as a Lie algebra. Let D be a dense linear subspace of H and suppose 
p: g -+ End(D) is a representation of g. Thus we suppose 

(D.52) p{xj) = ijq:D-+l>, 

and p([xj,Xk]) = [iX^iX^]. Suppose each X® is a symmetric (possibly un
bounded) operator on P. 
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Now suppose that, for 1 < j < /o> each X^ has a selfadjoint extension Xy, 
and 

(D.53) eitx* :D-+D, 1 < j < /0. 

We will not a priori make such an assumption on p(x) for other elements xGfl. 
Note that, by Proposition B.3, (D.53) implies that X$ is essentially selfadjoint 
on P, for 1 < j < IQ. The hypothesis (D.52) implies P is a space of smooth 
vectors for each such Xj. 

We will make some further hypotheses on P. We suppose P has the structure 
of a Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space such that 

(D.54) P <-• H is continuous. 

Furthermore, we suppose 

(D.55) the maps (D.52) and (D.53) are continuous on P, 

and 
(D.56) 

for v G P, Vj(t) = ettXjv is continuous in t with values in P, 1 < j < IQ. 

From the formula 

(D.57) r l ( t i t x ' v - v) = it~l f eisX*X$vds, veD, 
Jo 

it follows that, if P is sequentially complete, 

(D.58) veD=>r1(<?tX'v-v)-+iX$v in P, 1 < j < l0. 

The result we aim to prove is 
THEOREM D.4. Let G be the simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra 

g, and let p: 0 —> End(P) be a representation of g 63/ skew-symmetric operators 
on a dense subspace D C H. Under hypotheses (D.52)-(D.56), there is a stongly 
continuous unitary representation nofGonH such that 

(D.59) x € 0, v £ P => t"1(7r(expt»)t; - v) -» p(x)t; as t -* 0. 

This result is related to a theorem of R. Moore (Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 71 
(1965), 903-908), but has the advantage that (D.53) is assumed only for a set of 
generators of the Lie algebra, not for all elements of the Lie aglebra. As simple 
examples show, the condition (D.53) is often much easier to check in interesting 
cases, than such a stronger condition. 

As a tool in proving Theorem D.4, we will need 

LEMMA D.5. ForteR, l<j<lo, l<k<l, we have 

(D.60) ieitx*X% = p(Ad(exp txJxkW*' on P. 

PROOF. Fix v £ P, and let 

(D.61) Y*(t) = ieitX*X°kv, 
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and 

(D.62) Zfk{t) = p(Ad(exp txj)xk)?tx'v. 

Then 

(D.63) Y*(0) = Z#(0) = X°kv. 

Also 

(D.64) (d/dt)Y#(t) = iX]Y*(t). 

Write 

(D.65) p(Ad(exptxj)xk) = i ] T # ( t ) X j on P, 

where fĵ fa) are real-valued C°° functions of t. Thus 

(D.66) Z*(t) = i £ &(t)X°Jtx*v. 

In view of (D.57), the continuity of X® on P, and the fact that tfk{t) are scalars, 
it follows that Zfk(t) is differentiable in t, and the derivatives can be computed 
using the product rule. Since clearly (d/dt)Yll/Sjk(t)xi' = [*iiAd(exptej)xfc], 
we obtain 

(d/dt)Zfk(t) = i[^,p(Ad(exp^)xfc)]e*tX^ 
(D.67) -I- ip(Ad(exp tXj)xk)X$eitX*v 

Now let 

(D.68) ^W = ^ i W - * £ ( ' ) , 
so W(0) = 0 and 

(D.69) dW/dt = tAjW(«). 

It follows that || W(*)H2 is differentiable, and 

(d/dt)\\W(t)f = (W'(t),W(t)) + (W(t),W'(t)) 
(D.70) = i(X]W(t), W(t)) - i(W(t), X$W(t)) 

= 0. 

Hence W(t) = 0 for all t, so (D.61) and (D.62) coincide for all v € D. This proves 
the lemma. 

To proceed further, we introduce certain auxiliary norms. For a multi-index 
a — (<*i,..., OAT)) 1 < ay < I, set |a| = AT, let 

(D.71) X° = X°l-»X°M onP, 
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and, for v e P, let 

(D.72) Pm(v)=\Y, ll^ll2) • 
\\<*\<m J 

Let Vm denote the completion of V with respect to this norm, so D <-• Vm and 
Vm «-+ H are continuous injections. It is immediate that pm-\(X*}v) < pm(v) 
for all v € P, and hence X® has a unique continuous extension 

(D.73) X'j:Vm~+Vm-i 

for each positive integer m. 

LEMMA D.6. We have 

(D.74) eitx*: 7 m -• Um, continuous, l<j< Z0, 

tvttft e**** actually a strongly continuous semigroup on each Vm. 

PROOF. In view of Lemma D.5, v̂e see that 

v € v =» x ° t . . . x°Neitx*v = e"** v a i • • • y 0 „ v 

where K„ = (l/i)p(Ad(exp -tXj)xu) is a linear combination of Xf,..., Xf. The 
present lemma is immediate. 

The following lemma will justify our operations in the proof of Theorem D.4. 
Let 

(D.75) Ej{t> v) = tiiX*v% 1 < j < Jo-
LEMMA D.7. For each m > 1, 

(D.76) EJ: RxVm-^ Vm-i isaC1 map. 

PROOF. The differentiability of Ej follows from the formula (D.57), and the 
continuity of the derivative of Ej follows from Lemma D.6. 

We are now ready to prove Theorem D.4. We begin by defining a function TT 
from G to the set U{H) of unitary operators on H. Suppose 

(D.77) g = exp(tixai) • • -exp(tjvxaN) € G (1 < OLV < IQ). 

We want to set 

(D.78) n{g) = e*tlX*i • • - e
itNX*». 

Our main task is to show that (D.78) is independent of the representation (D.77), 
since each g € G has one, and indeed, many representations of this form. To do 
this, it is equivalent to show that, if 

(D.79) e = exp(tixQl) • • • exp(tyvxaAr), 

then 

(D.80) c*tlX°i • • • eitNX«N = J. 
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Most of the work in doing this is accomplished by 

LEMMA D.8. Let t„(s) be C°° functions of s and suppose 

(D.81) g = exp(*i(s)xQl) • -exp{tN(s)xaN) 
be independent of s. Then 
(D.82) U(s) = e i t l (a)x°i • • • e

itN(s)Xa" 
is independent of s. 

PROOF. Lemma D.7 implies that, if we set 

(D.83) f(«i,...,*iv.«) = «ftlXftl -~e?tNX*»v, 
then 

(D.84) C: RN x Vm+N ->~Dm is a C1 map, 
and we can use the chain rule to evaluate (d/ds)£(ti(s),..., t;v(s),v)- We obtain, 
for v G D, 
(D.85) 

{d/ds)U(s)v = i{dtilds)Xlx^a)x^ • ^eitN^x^v 

+ eiu(s)xai {i(dt2lds)Xl2yi^a)x^ • •.e i tNWXa*v 

+ ... 

and using Lemma (D.5), we push all the terms i(dtl//ds)X^ to the far left, and 
obtain 

(D.86) (d/ds)U{s)v = A(s)U{s)v, veD, 

where 
^ «*x ^M = (dti/d3)p(x*i) + (dt2/ds)p{Ad(exptixai)xQ2) (D.87) 

+ • • • + (dtN/ds)p(Ad(exp(tixai) • • 'exp(tN-ixaN_l))xaN)-
Now if we replace p by a faithful finite-dimensional representation po of g, which 
certainly exponentiates to a locally faithful representation no of (?, we see that 

(D.88) 0 = (d/da)*0(g) = Ao{s)ir0(g), 

where Ao(s) is as in (D.87) with p replaced by po- Since u4o(s) = 0 and po is 
faithful, it follows that the element of 0 to which p is applied in (D.87) must 
vanish; hence A(s) = 0. This proves Lemma D.8. 

We resume the task of showing that (D.79) implies (D.80). Define a path 7 
from the interval [0,11 H h tjsr] to G by 

(D.89) 7(5) = exp(*isQl) • • exp(^xQJexp((s - tx ^)xai /+1) 

if t\-\ Ytv <s< t\-\ Wv+\. Then (D.79) implies this path is closed. By the 
device of writing exp£„xa„ = exp(Jl/xa„/jFf)---exp(tl/xa4,/K') (K factors), we 
can suppose the points 7(̂ 1/), 1 < v < JV, are closely spaced. We can perturb 7 
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slightly to produce a smooth closed curve ̂ (a), with ̂ {tu) = i{tu) for 1 < v < N. 
Assuming G is simply connected, we can produce a smooth contraction ^T(s) to 
the point e; 70(a) = 7(5), 71(a) = e, 7T(0) = ^r{t\ H h t̂ v) = e. Consider the 
curves 

<TI(T) = ^rfti) 
(D.90) U 7 V ' 

^(r) = 7T(t! + . - • + k - i ) - 1 ^ * ! + • • • + «„), 2<v<N. 

We have each Mr)» 0 < r < 1, taking values in a neighborhood of e € G which 
can be arranged to be as small as desired, and 

(D.91) e = a1{r)a2{r) • -ON{T), T E [0,1]. 

Recall that 

(D.92) MO) = exp(t„xaJi M l ) = *• 

Now we claim there exist smooth s^r) such that 

(D.93) M r ) = exp(ail/(r)a:/31) • • • exp(8M^{r)xpM), 1 < /?M < Z0, 

for 0 < r < 1. This is an immediate consequence of the following simple lemma. 

LEMMA D.9. There exists a smooth map 

{DM) $:RL-+G 

of the form 
(DM) 

*0>i, • • •, SL) = exp(6nx^11) • • • exp{biKlxllKl) exp(a1x/j1) exp(-6iK!^1Kl) 
•••exp(-6ux7l l)--« 

• exp(&Lix7L1) • • •exp(aLx/?L) • • •exp(-6Li^Li) 

where bjk € JR, 1 < ~ijk < fo> 1 < Pj < 'o> such that $ has surjective differential 
at{si,...ysL) =0 . 

PROOF. We need merely arrange the quantities bjkxljk and x$j such that 
Ad(exp(6jix7jl) • • • exp(bjKjXljK ^Xfy, 1 < jf < L, span gasa linear space. 

Having established (D.93), if we plug this into (D.91) and apply Lemma D.8, 
we deduce that 

TV 
U(T) = TT (e

ia"l(r)x0i • •. e"-M(r)x^M ^ 
i /=i 

is independent of r. Note that some of the S^{T) are the constants ±bjk and 
some are functions 8J{T), 1 < j < L, and we can arrange Sj(l) = 0, since 
M l ) = e. The cancellations that accrue at r = 1 imply C7(1) = /. Thus 
f/(0) = J. We claim we can choose $ = $„ and aMI/(r) so that f/(0) is equal to 
the left side of (D.80). Indeed, if all b\k are taken to be 0 and xpt = xat/ in (D.95), 
with the other bjkXljk, xpk chosen as indicated in the proof of Lemma D.9, then 
we can obtain (D.93) with 011,(0)% = tuxau and 32v{0) = • • • = SMU{0) = 0, 
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by constructing a right inverse #„ of &„, defined on a neighborhood of e in G, 
into RL

y such that *i/(e) = 0 and *„ maps the one parameter group in G in the 
direction xav = x^ G 0 = TeG to the line through the first coordinate vector 
in RL. This can be arranged by the implicit function theorem. We can finally 
conclude that (D.79) implies (D.80). 

We are now able to say that (D.77)-(D.78) produces a uniquely defined func
tion IT: G —• U(H), and it is automatic from (D.78) that n is a group homomor-
phism. To check the strong continuity of 7r and verify (D.59), we will again use 
Lemma D.9, which guarantees the existence of a C°° map 

(D.96) * : 0 - > i Z L , 

0 a neighborhood of e in G, such that *(e) = 0 and $ o $ = id on 0. By the 
fact that 7r is well defined, we can write 

7r(g) = e*feuX'r*i • • .eiblKlX'1lK^ei3l^x^e~iblKlX^lKi •• -e~ibllXl11 

where 

(D.98) » ( » ) = («I (B) , - - . ,*L(J) ) . 

By (D.76) we deduce that 

(D.99) v € Vm+B => 9 *-• 7r(g)v is a G1 map from 0 to 7 m , 

where B = L 4- 2(Ki 4- • • • 4- KL), and we can calculate its derivative by the 
chain rule. Then the same sort of argument used to establish Lemma D.8 shows 
the limit in (D.59) exists for all v G V C VB» and equals p{x)v. The proof of 
Theorem D.4 is complete. Let us remark that D is a space of smooth vectors for 
7T and 7r(g): V -» P for all 3 G G. 

Let us see how Theorem D.4 applies to the representation u of hp2 « sp(n, i?), 
given by 

(D.100) u;(Q) = iQ(X,D), 

as in Chapter 1, §4. We take 

(D.101) D = S(Rn). 

As shown in Chapter 1, §4, ett(^^XtD^ preserves S(Rn) for a basis Qj ofhp2- It is 
even a little easier to see this for polynomials Q(x> £) of the form XjXk and £y &, 
which generate hp2 = sp(n,/2). This provides an alternate method of showing 
that UJ exponentiates to a representation of Sp(n,i2). Compare Proposition 4.1 
of Chapter 1. 

Prom time to time, it has been suggested that it is enough for D to be a 
common dense domain of selfadjointness for (l/i)p(x), preserved by p(x), x G 0, 
in order to exponentiate p. We note that this is false, and refer to Nelson [183] 
for a counterexample; see also pages 296-296 of Warner [256]. 
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